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Sections C5–C6
Rooms in the house

In our house we have rooms.
My father and mother sleep in one room.
My bed is in another room.
My father has a room to do his work.
He has a big desk in his working room.
We cook and eat in another room.
We have a big table in that room.
The rooms have doors.
My father shuts the door if he is working.
He opens the door if he is not working.

Do you do these things?
Do you wash your hands before you eat?
Do you shut the door if it is too cold?
Do you play in the yard?
Do you write a letter to a friend?
Do you have something to eat after school?
Do you eat bread?
Do you eat rice?
Do you eat paper?

Lunch
The children eat at school.
They must wash their hands before they eat.
They eat lunch in the middle of the day.
They bring lunch to school.
They bring it in a lunch box.
They may have bread with cheese.
Mother may put an apple in the lunch box.

Sad and happy
Sometimes we feel happy. 
Sometimes we feel sad. 
Max felt happy when he sang a song. 
Lily felt sad when she cut her hand. 
The teacher said Cooper’s work was good.
That made Cooper feel happy.
Henry and Will wanted to play.
But it was too wet to be out in the yard.
They felt sad. 
They played in the room. They played chess.
They did not feel sad when they played chess.
They liked the game. It made them feel happy.

Instructions
 Read these instructions and do them.

Stand up. Sit down.
Pick your pencil up.
Put your pencil down.
Put your hand on your face.
Put your hand down.

Up and down
A bird will fly up into the sky.
After some time it will fly down into the tree.

Matilda was running.
She fell down on the floor.
‘Get up, Matilda’, said Father.
‘You are not hurt’.

A see-saw
Ella and Grace sit on the see-saw.
Ella sits on one end.
Grace sits on the other end.
If Ella is up, Grace is down.
If Grace is up, Ella is down.

If
If it is too cold, we will not go out.
If a cat sees a bird, he will want to eat it.
If I want to write a letter, I will get some paper.

Throw the ball
Hunter will throw the ball.
Jacob will try to get it.
If Hunter throws the ball very high, it will be 
hard for Jacob to get.
Hunter throws the ball very fast.
Jacob has to run behind the house to get it. 

Know
You know that birds can fly.
You know that frogs can jump.
Did you know that paper is made from trees?
Did you know that snakes lay eggs?
Did you know that bees have feet?
We can find out things from books.
Books help us to know things we do not know.
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